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A bstract
WAVELET ANALYSIS OF ULF
MAGNETOSPHERIC WAVES
By

Edward Scott Brennison
University of New Hampshire, December, 2003

Wavelet analysis is used to analyze magnetometer data and is compared to the traditional spectrogram
technique, in particular, with respect to structured Pc 1-2 emissions. This results in the conclusion that the
frequency modulation evident in Pearl pulsations is not continuous, but is comprised of waves localized in
both time and space whose overall structure produces the stripe-like patterns. Utilizing information from
the Multi-Resolution Analysis in conjunction with traditional spectrogram techniques this paper is the first
to show clear signal power relationships between Pc 1-2 and Pc3 waves and also between Pc 1-2 and Pc 5
waves as detected on the ground. A technique in Wavelet analysis called signal decomposition will be used
as a new technique for graphing wave power of all Pc categories simultaneously. This provides a way to
compare ULF wave occurrences in order to determine if there is any relationship between them. The signal
decomposition processing technique produces results directly contradicting the Bouncing Wave Packet
model that has been traditionally invoked as the source o f Pearl pulsation structures.
A detailed comparison o f the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) with Multi-Resolution Analysis
(MRA) shows the MRA to be a superior technique because the interpretation o f the resulting analysis is not
subject to a high degree o f parameter variability characteristic o f the CWT. This paper illustrates the

viii
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usefulness of the MRA in studying the relationship between all classifications of Pc 1-2 waves with the
simultaneous appearance of low frequency emissions and suggests areas for further study.
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Introduction

The Earth is surrounded by a magnetic field that has a steady state configuration similar to a simple
magnetic dipole out to a distance of a few Earth radii, but beyond this distance the field is compressed on
the sunward side and elongated in the opposite direction due to the streaming solar wind. Ultra-Low
Frequency (ULF) magnetospheric waves refer to small time dependent disturbances appearing on the steady
state magnetic field that can propagate in several ways depending on the orientation o f electric and
magnetic field variations, as well as geophysical conditions in the magnetosphere.

t.LB!

Magnetohydrodynamic theory will be outlined with regard to presenting the basic equations that govern the
ULF waves. Current theories and observations o f ULF waves will be discussed with some emphasis on Ion

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Cyclotron Emission. Structured emissions, called Pearl pulsations, are occasionally present in ground based
magnetometer data and will be the subject o f analysis using traditional spectrogram and modem wavelet
signal processing techniques. The generation and propagation o f ULF waves are discussed with respect to
explaining what a magnetometer detects in the magnetosphere.
The data analyzed in this paper was acquired with induction magnetometers at high latitude ground based
sites with typical sample rates of 2-10 Hz. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been the traditional way
of viewing this data and occasionally produces results where it is difficult to separate analysis effects from
real signal characteristics. Over the past 20 years wavelet analysis has been developed to a point where it is
a useful analysis tool that provides information not apparent when using the FFT. There are several
established signal-processing methods that have been developed for applying wavelets to digital signals that
will be discussed and compared, in particular the Continuous Wavelet Transform and Multi-Resolution
Analysis (MRA).
The application o f the wavelet techniques in conjunction with the spectrogram will be applied to a
simulated signal similar in construction to a Pearl pulsation. The analysis shows that the combination of the
MRA and spectrogram techniques can be used to extract an interpretation o f the signal time and frequency
characteristics that provides more information than when either is used alone. The Continuous Wavelet
Transform can produce widely varying results based upon the choice of scales used in the transform, which
presents problems when attempting to objectively interpret the analysis.
The spectrogram and MRA signal processing techniques are applied to the magnetometer data and it is
evident that fine structures in the higher frequency waves (Pc 1-2) are coincident with increased power in
the lower frequency waves. Wave coupling in the magnetosphere has been suggested previously but has not
been as clearly demonstrated in the data. The ability of the ground-based magnetometer to collect
information from a region o f space over a long continuous period provides a broader measurement
capability than satellites. ULF magnetospheric waves and their inter-relationships can be studied over long
periods to establish daily morphology or wave coupling utilizing these processing techniques.

2
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Time-Frequency Analysis

Introduction

Measurements using analog to digital converters have several distinctive characteristics that determine what
kind of information is gathered about the signal o f interest. Two o f concern here, will be the sample rate
and the length o f the data set or how many samples are recorded. To understand a physical process that
produces a signal, we are often interested in the frequency composition over time o f the signal or, in other
words, to produce a plot with frequency on the Y-axis and time on the X-axis. This leads to the concept of
a spectrogram which is a technique using the discrete Fourier transform. Wavelets are another technique
that has been recently developed that can produce a time-frequency plot.
Basic signal processing theory will be presented here with the intention of describing three techniques for
time-frequency analysis. One utilizes the discrete Fourier analysis to produce a spectrogram and the other
two results from wavelet mathematics. They are referred to as the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
and Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA).

Fourier Analysis
The continuous time windowed Fourier Transform can be written:

jW

)=

— QQ <

/ <

\f{t)g {t-T )e^ d t

00 ;

— 00 <

f

<

CO ;

-

(l)

00<

0J < Q 0

where f ( t ) is the signal function, g(t - r )is the window applied to the data, & is the continuous
frequency, t is a time parameter, X is the location in time o f the center point o f analysis, and f{o>, t ) is

3
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the resulting Fourier transform. The continuous Fourier transform models signals by summing complex
exponentials of varying frequency modulated by amplitude coefficients of different strengths. In a
repetitive process, this works well because the kernel {i.e. complex exponential) is infinite in duration. The
window function, g ( s ) , typically approaches zero in a symmetrical fashion in order to limit the analyzed
signal to a region about T .

Discrete Analysis

The data collected by magnetometers is not continuous and is discrete in two ways. The first is that samples
of the magnetosphere occur only at regular intervals (i.e. sample rate) and the second way is that the
amplitude of the signal detected is also digitized. Amplitude digitization will not be addressed within this
treatise due to the fact that the magnetometer system has very good signal to noise ratio so that there is
minimal contribution to the data from digital noise.
The signal will be represented by:

x [« ]= x [w ],

M <n< M

+

N —1;

0, otherwise

(1)

xf»], length N

0 ...

1 1

i s
M

M+N -1
rw

where

M

is the starting point in the entire data set,

x\n\, and N

is one segment o f the signal.

The Discrete Time Fourier Transform (Oppenheim et a l, 1983), also called the DFT, is given by:
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n-0
where

X

are the transform coefficients,

k and n

are integers for which

n,k

=

0,1...... N

—1, and

-ikn{—1

W* - e

U J.

In practice, the signal is convolved with an implied window by selecting only a portion of the data to
analyze, eq. 1. The process o f chopping the signal introduces spectral leakage in the estimated spectrum.
Spectral leakage refers to the fact that sinusoidal signals that are not an exact multiple of the data segment
require more than one basis vector to represent it, see figure 1. Another way o f viewing this is that the sidelobes of the sin x/x spectral envelope spread a signal’s power across the spectrum.
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Figure 1 Fourier Transform o f Sinusoid
Transformation o f a sinusoidal signal into the Fourier domain shows that the signal
energy is distributed off of the center frequency.
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Data Windowing

Applying a smoothly varying multiplicative factor to each o f the data points usually reduces the effect of
spectral leakage. This window will usually approach zero with at least the first derivative being exactly
zero at the boundary data points. The manipulation o f this window can produce different effects in the
decomposition arrived at using the FFT [Oppenheim, 1975],

The following graphs illustrates the process of windowing data and the effect it has on the resulting data set
A Hamming window is used in this analysis, shown in figure 2,

The DFT becomes:
JV -l

" W

•

6
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Figure 2 Data Window
Multiplicative window to be applied to a data segment.

This is applied to an example magnetometer data set, figure 3, and the result is shown in figure 4. Notice
the significant modification of the input information with respect to the edges o f the data.

Magnetometer Data
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250

Figure 3 Magnetometer Data
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Windowed M agentometer Data
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Figure 4 Windowed Magnetometer Data

Ground based magnetospheric signals can exhibit impulsive signals, (i.e. variations on the order of the
inverse of the anti-aliasing filter bandwidth) that are not easily analyzed using FFT techniques. Other
ground based signals are mostly sine waves o f long duration so that the frequency is relatively stable over
many minutes or hours and so are well suited to Fourier analysis.
Time frequency analysis is a desirable way to view ULF wave data since it can be obtained continuously
over extended periods o f time. The usual approach has been to partition the data into time slices and apply
a windowed FFT to each one, overlapping each time slice by 50%, or

• Reconnecting the time slices

produces a spectrogram with time intervals defined by the length of the time slice and the frequency
resolution is determined by the number o f samples available within each slice. It is then important to know
whether this technique is providing an accurate representation of the real signal characteristics.

8
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Frequency-Time Resolution

To obtain the minimum theoretical resolution in both time and frequency the signal must be bounded in
both time and frequency [Daubechies, 1992]. This is actually required by the data acquisition system and
therefore is not an issue in practice. For a signal f ( t ) and its complex conjugate

d

fit),

d

Multiply by t;

rd

+t

[-

d

f — f

f\

dt

t

i------

- 7

Integrate the left hand side by parts:

+ 00

J

!a.«n

= '( / ■ / 1
—
00

‘

+ 00

- K /-/M
—CO

The first term on the right hand side is zero because f is bounded in both time and frequency.

The definition o f the squared norm is often written;
4-00

J ( / '/ > = [ / f » < /• />
-0 0

so that,

- 1 ^ =

d_ dt

dt

df
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In a linear vector space the norm o f f has components which obey the relationship known as the
Minkowski or triangle inequality.
■+OU

iff * I!

dt

7 'f dt+

jjfj

/ • — /
d tJ

dt

The maximum magnitude o f the dot product f • / occurs when f = / therefore,

+ra

ud

dtJ
Using the above equation for /

dt

and separating the right hand side of the previous equation into

factors;

Yi
i d f - ^ ■ | - / ! 2d r
V-®

S 2 - M

dt

•

2 s
^+00 J
— f dt
i f dt
/
v-”

(2)

f

Define the Fourier transform o f f :
+00
/W

= \ f k Y mmdt

Using Plancherel’s Theorem, which describes the condition that signal energy is conserved in the
Fourier transform,

-HO

+CO

-

ii/ir= ji/(op<#= j j / w | = | /
10
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and the relationship

“ /( 0

= ~ r \f(a > y * * d (o = 2m |® •f(m)dG}
-00

Multiply each side by its’ complex conjugate and integrate over the domain to get,

d
/
dt

2n m - f =

—

Substitute from equation 2 to get,

\ j f <An\t-f\-^a>-f\

i jk -z l j® */
An

f

Where the uncertainty in time is defined to be,

«. Ik-/II

Sr = ■

y 11

and the uncertainty in frequency,

W -f

Sm

=

/

Sat- S t > —
An

£ .0 8
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The continuous time Fourier transform can reach this resolution only with a Gaussian window (Kaiser
1994). In practice, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used, a process that can be interpreted as
sampling the continuous time Fourier coefficients o f the original analog signal. In order to be able to
characterize the signal with a limited number of coefficients, the signal is assumed to be an infinite
repetition of the original data set.

All of these considerations have the effect of increasing the product o f time and frequency uncertainty. The
time resolution is the length o f the DFT;

St = NTS

N

—number of samples

Ts = time between samples
This Is the total length o f the data set used in the DFT showing that this transform does not provide any time
resolution capability individually.

The frequency resolution also determined by both

£
So)

N

and

Ts,

2#
----NTS

So •S t = In
This is the maximum value that is allowed to maintain the Fourier transform as an orthonormal
representation of the signal. As will be discussed in the section on Frames, this is considered to be poor
resolution ( Daubechies 1992).

12
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Signal Processing Effects

The more signal processing applied to a signal the more some form of degradation is introduced:
quantization error, data alterations, averaging, etc.. One component o f signal degradation in the spectrogram
technique is called scalloping loss, which refers to the gain difference between sinusoids that fall precisely
on a multiple of

and those that don’t, where f s is the sample rate and N is the number o f samples

in the data segment.
This is in addition to loss due to data amplitude reduction by the applied window, near the outer edges of
the window, which is used to reduce the effects o f discontinuous boundaries, see figure 4. If the “edges” of
the data segments are semi-synchronous with events in the data set, then either enhancements or attenuation
of signal characteristics can occur.
Another figure of merit for applied data windows would be how well they allow the discrimination of two
closely spaced sinusoids. This defines the minimum frequency resolution o f the spectral estimate. The
application of any window will have the effect o f increasing the bandwidth o f the main frequency lobe
thereby reducing the ability to detect adjacent signals. In addition, since windowed data segments are
overlapped there is correlation between adjacent spectral estimates in time. The correlation varies
dramatically based on the type of window used and the amount of overlap.

13
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Wavelet Analysis

Fundamental Equations

The motivation behind the wavelet transform is to find a set o f vectors that have good time localization
properties. The roots o f Wavelet mathematics have been traced back to the 1930s. Many areas o f
engineering and science were investigating what were referred to as self-similar Gabor functions. It was not
until the 1970’s a comprehensive mathematical framework was developed that unified Wavelet analysis.
For a good historical account see Hubbard (1996).

The continuous wavelet transform (Daubechies 1992) is defined as:

where

is called the “mother wavelet”, a is a scaling parameter, / { / ) is the known signal, b is a time

parameter. Mother wavelet simply refers to the fact that this equation has many parameters that can be used
to produce specific wavelets. The terms wavelets and wavelet families are also frequently used to refer to
*F.
The coefficient p is a vertical scaling factor, which for positive values, compresses the wavelet amplitude
when it is elongated in time. Although the value o f p is not important to the theory, if it is set to Vz then the
norms of any two wavelets are equal.

W

f

f x - c '

W

x - e

\

f
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where c, d, e, / can be any value.

The admissibility condition for wavelet functions is

This implies that
oo

l'¥(g)dS = 0
-OO

as a result of the pole,

in the admissibility equation. The wavelets or mother wavelet is now written as

There is significant flexibility in defining a particular wavelet and the wavelets that are chosen are not
necessarily orthogonal, meaning there will be redundancy in the wavelet representation.

The next modification would be making the parameters

a,b discrete in order to apply digital processing.

The choices of

a = a™

a0 >0,m- integer

b —nb0a™

b0 > 0,n- integer

provide for discrete scaling in amplitude and the constraint in

b insures the wavelet sequence will span the

entire data set for a given scale. Now the discrete wayelet functions are written as

x~nby0

' v . M = “* A *

m
\

where

ao

m is called the scale and b is the position in time.

IS
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Continuous Wavelet Transform

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is a technique for the application of the discrete wavelet
transform.

C ^ ( m , n ) = J ^ f [ x } ¥ m>n[x]

where x is a discrete variable and is summed over the data set. This nomenclature is somewhat confusing
because continuous does not refer to using continuous variables, as in f , or x , but that the wavelet can be
translated across the data set continuously (i.e. each data point).

The processing steps can be described as, starting with one scale length a 0, calculate a correlation
coefficient of the wavelet with the signal. The higher the value calculated would indicate a strong
“similarity” o f the signal to the wavelet at this location. Because o f this, it is easy to see that the choice of
wavelet can strongly influence the resulting analysis. Shift the wavelet along the data by one data point and
repeat the correlation process. This will be repeated for all the scales of interest, the result of which is an
array o f coefficient with as many columns as data points and the number o f rows equal to the number of
scales used.
Examples of using the CWT are shown below in the Analysis o f Common Signals section. They are phase
dependent and produce a plot that has a “swamp root” structure (figure 14). The “swamp roof’ contours are
a result o f the phase dependent processing and not a data phenomenon.

MuKiResolution Analysis

MultiResolution Analysis (MRA) is a technique for applying wavelets in which orthonormal wavelets are
used, whose scale lengths are powers of two, i.e. a = 2 , The wavelets can be represented as finite impulse

16
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response filters that typically do not have closed form solutions.

The advantage is that the filters can be

used recursively to extract the characteristic scales o f the data providing an efficient algorithm for
f s

decomposition. Assuming a sample rate o f f s , the characteristic bandwidth is ~

(see figure 5) so that

f,
4

if a filter is applied which has a bandwidth o f — • the information can be separated in to two components, a

high and low frequency band, figure 6. The high frequency data is set aside and the same process is
repeated to the remaining low frequency data until there is only one data point left. The original bandwidth
is subsequently parceled into sub-bands as shown in figure 7. This technique applies larger bandwidths to
high frequency signals and smaller bandwidths to lower frequency signals which helps to preserve the timefrequency product, (© /), necessary for “good” resolution. The filter bands are in fact the Fourier transform
o f the wavelets used in the analysis and the following diagrams can represent the process.

Signal
Strength

Frequency

\
fs/2

Figure 5 Magnetometer Passband
Full bandwidth o f the magnetometer is limited only by one-half the sampling frequency.
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fs/4

fs/2

Figure 6 Passband Divided
After the first application o f the MRA filter the passband is divided in two.

fs/16

fs/8

fs/4

fs/2

Figure 7 MRA Passband Decomposition
Iterative applications o f the MRA filter produces a spectral decomposition where lower frequencies have a narrower
bandwidth of analysis.

There are many wavelets to choose from; therefore the “best” choice o f wavelet is a subject unto itself. For
the purposes of this thesis the “Coiflet” will be the wavelet of choice. The reason is that it has good
symmetry about the maximum and has the characteristic shape of a wave pulse. A Coiflet o f order 4 was
used which has 8 moments equal to 0 and is listed in the following table. The success o f the choice of
wavelet can be determined experimentally by observing how concisely it will represent simple signals in the
real data set.
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Table 1 Coiflet Coefficients

.553126452562

.0307157326198
-.047112738865
-.068038127051
.027813640153

.017735837438
-.010756318517
-.004001012886

.002652665946
.000895594529
-.000416500571
-.000183829769
.000044080354
.000022082857
-.000002304942
-.000001262175
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Scales and Frequency

By definition, only a pure sine wave has a precise frequency. The decomposition o f wavelets into the
Fourier domain shows that they consist of a range of frequencies like any wave packet limited in time. The
scale refers to a distance, over time or space, that the wavelet has significant deviation from zero. The
inverse o f the scale (in time) would not necessarily correspond to the main frequency component o f the
wavelet. This is because the translation in time of the wavelet does not typically coincide with the main
oscillation of the wavelet and some wavelets have very little oscillatory structure .
Any wave packet of finite duration is composed o f a distribution o f frequencies. A representative frequency
is estimated by fitting a sine wave to the “center” frequency Fourier component o f the wavelet. The
frequency o f the sine wave that is a best fit to the central component is the representative frequency for the
wavelet scale.
Wavelets utilize a concept called “vanishing moments” to determine how well a particular wavelet will
correlate with the signal of interest. Where a moment is defined by:

—00

As the number of vanishing moments increase the wavelet will only correlate with higher order equations
and therefore will appear more oscillatory.

A Coiflet that has eight vanishing moments is shown below (figure 8) in relation to the closest sinusoid.
This is the wavelet used throughout the analysis in this thesis and will be differentiated from the usual
frequency definition by the term pseudo-frequency.
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Wavelet and Center frequency based approximation
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Figure 8 Wavelet ~ Cosine Fit

E dge

Effects

lust as the FFT is subject to a “window” due to the data being finite, wavelet analysis is as well. This
introduces a discontinuity in the data at the edges of the data set, the effect of which is to introduce non
signal information into the analysis. Edge effects at higher frequencies, or smaller scales, do not penetrate
as far into the analysis as will lower frequencies. This was termed “Cone o f Influence” by Torrence and
Compo (1998) who used zero padding to reduce edge discontinuity effects. Other techniques have been
developed as well, such as periodic extension and symmetrization and have been published by Cohen et al.
(1993). For the purposes of this paper, the data is sufficiently large such that the information o f interest can
be maintained in the central region o f the analysis so that edge effects are minimal.
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Frames

Frames are a useful concept for determining whether a family o f functions is an orthonormal basis and to
what degree will these wavelet functions resolve frequency and time characteristics in a signal. A basis is a
collection of vectors (i.e. e~‘m or 'F ) that can be used to represent any other vector contained within the
function space (Kaiser 1994). Calculation of frame boundaries will give information about redundancy in
the basis set. For a family o f functions epj contained in a Hilbert space H , they are called a frame if there
exists A>G, B<oo such that for all

f

in

H

4 / f * JeJ
! ! ( / > , )f s s Mf
A frame is considered to be tight when A = B. This condition is usually preferred in order to provide a
numerically stable reconstruction algorithm. Tight frames are not always orthonormal and therefore may
introduce some redundancy. In addition, if A=B=1 then the q>j also constitute an orthonormal set.

If the basis vectors are complex exponentials, as in the Fourier transform, they will constitute a frame only
when certain conditions are placed on the exponent. That is if

e 'm* * 8 [x - nt o)
is the basis set, where G)0 and t0 are real constants. Three conditions are possible:

ft)0f0 > 2 n

Frames do not exist

6)0ta = 2n

Orthonormal frames with poor time-frequency resolution

0 oto < 2n

Tight frames possible although not orthonormal

The Balian-Low theorem shows that there will always be poor localization in time or in frequency for the
case when 0 ot Q =

2n (Daubechies 1992).
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(Balian-Low Theorem)

If the g mn (x ) =

g (x —nt0) constitute a frame in H , then either

jV2\ g ( t f d t = 00 or jo )2\g (o )f d m = c®.

This shows that in this case the second moment is unbounded, suggesting that the energy is not confined to
a small region of space.
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Comparison of Spectrogram and

Wawelet Analysis

The question o f whether or not wavelet transforms are superior to the FFT is not straightforward to answer.
The basis sets o f wavelets and complex exponentials are different enough such that a direct comparison
cannot be made, consequently it is important to review what is meant by “superior”.
The desire is to decompose the signal into a basis set that would represent the signal as succinctly as
possible and use functions that are natural solutions to the differential equations driving the physical
processes. These basis functions would help to simplify a conceptual understanding o f the event being
studied and coincide with fundamental behavioral modes of the system.
FFT is the transform most used because it decomposes the signal into a mixture o f pure tones, which is
conceptually easy to understand. Complex exponentials are the natural solutions to many one-dimensional
and Cartesian coordinate three-dimensional differential equations. This is not the case usually for twodimensional or cylindrically symmetric three-dimensional problems.
Wave packet representations in Fourier series are inherently repetitive, a problem which is solved by
applying a windowing function or envelope to limit the expanse in time. If the windowing function is
exactly zero outside of the wave packet, the bandwidth of the signal reaches toward infinity. Exponentials
may not be the most natural representation for wave packets propagating along field lines.
It is also desirable that effects on the representation o f the signal due to digitizing, segmenting, and digital
processing should be small with respect to the signal energy. The window and overlap process introduces
significant modification to the original data.

The best way to understand the merits o f these transformations is to look at their strengths and weaknesses
independently. The FFT is a good representation for long duration signals that contain a limited number o f
tones no closer together in frequency than several times the inverse o f the sample interval. It provides poor
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time resolution and does not respond well to impulsive signals. It is difficult to determine without looking
at the time domain data, whether noise in the spectrum, or broadband signals are due to an impulse or actual
noise. As noted previously, modification of the original data is usually made as a result of the windowing
process that would tend to degrade analysis as well.
The wavelet transform provides good time resolution and can provide finer resolution for low frequency
signals than the FFT. It is more robust regarding impulsive or non-repetitive signals, meaning large
discontinuous events will not necessarily impact the entire transform. Wavelet transforms do exhibit poor
frequency resolution in the higher frequency region balancing the benefit o f good time resolution. There is
also significant freedom in choosing a basis function set for decomposing the signal, the choice of which
alters the resulting representation.
Phase sensitivity will be defined in this case to be how much will an analysis change if the input data is
shifted several (5 - 50) points either forward or backward in time. Certainly large shifts in data should
show up as a time difference in the location o f an event but it would be preferable if the analysis itself (i.e.
frequency components) were consistent The MRA wavelet transform is phase sensitive so that the data
origin has an influence on the resulting decomposition. This is due to correlating the data with the wavelet
at segmented intervals, so that if a strong data component has a centroid in close proximity to the centroid
of the wavelet a large coefficient is calculated. If the data centroid is offset with respect to the wavelet then
the representation will be distributed between adjacent correlations. The CWT is also phase sensitive but
not as significantly as the MRA because the wavelet is correlated along each data point, there is redundancy
in both scale and time. Spectrograms are relatively phase insensitive because the magnitude o f the
complex FFT is taken and in addition the N data points used in the FFT smears the time component.
In general, the FFT is good for examining high-frequency spectral characteristics when they consist of long
duration semi-monochromatic signals. Long duration would be approximately the time duration of the input
data set, i.e. the number o f points in the transform, N, times the sample rate. The wavelet transform is useful
for looking at the larger picture o f multi-scale processes and short duration impulsive events.
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Description of Graphing Scales

The spectrograms produce plots of signal power and are shown in the units of the A/D converter so for
example the value of 2 would correspond to 3db, 4 is 6db, etc. (figure 9). Note that the frequency range is
from 0 to 1 Hz with each small color box corresponding to approximately .02 Hz in height and 6.4 seconds
in length.

BAS A81 Y 09-Apr-1996 128 PT FFT

09:00:00

09:30:00

10:00:00
Time (UT)

10:30:00

11:00:00

Figure 9 Spectrogram Graph Scale

The MRA plots (figure 10) are signal amplitude plots, again using the A/D converter units. In this case, 0 is
the green with blue and white being maximum negative and positive, respectively. These plots are bipolar
so that oscillations are seen as alternating sections of black and white. At the higher frequencies, these
appear as stripes as in the figure below in the .69 Hz band. There are fewer frequency bands than in the
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spectrogram but they vary over a much wider scale. Most o f the information in the MRA is contained in the
lower .08 Hz portion o f the spectrogram. In addition, all the high frequency information in the spectrogram
is contained in the top .695 frequency band o f the MRA. The two analysis techniques can compliment each
other in looking at a signal over different bandwidths.

BAS A81 Y 09-Apr-1996 MRA
0.695652

li

0.347826
0.173913
0.086957
0.043478
£ 0.021739
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0.005435
®
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0.001359
0.000679
0.000340f

um

0.0001700.000085
09:00:00

09:30:00

10:00:00
Time (UT)

10:30:00

11:00:00

Figure 10 MRA Graph Scale
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Analysis of Common Signals

Simple data sets like sine waves, pulses, and step functions help to provide a stalling point for how the
CWT and MRA transforms a signal into a wavelet representation.
The input to the CWT will be a noisy sine wave shown below in figure 11. The parameters that one is free
to choose include the scale and the wavelet. The support length of the wavelet is also flexible, where the
longer support length will tend to smooth the fluctuations as opposed to a shorter wavelet that has just a few
edges. The scale can be adjusted based upon the depth o f low-frequency (i.e. maximum scale length) that
would be analyzed, as well as the position and/or amount o f scales to be used in the analysis. In Figure 12,
the scales were a = 1 to 48 using every integer, subsequently the scale depth was increased to 64 and every
other scale was calculated (figure 13).
The last analysis (figure 14) uses every even scale from 2 to 128 and shows a clear repetitive pattern that
descends into noise at the smaller scales. It is evident that choices in parameters may significantly impact
the analysis o f a complicated signal, thereby making the resulting conclusions suspect. The apparent
“swamp root” structure seen with the CWT is a result of the redundant analysis that contributes to poor
time-frequency resolution, apparent in figure 14. The sine wave maximum could be anywhere from scale
97 to scale 128. This analysis is the alter ego of the spectrogram technique because it exhibits excellent time
resolution and poor frequency resolution.
The conclusion is that the scale variability in the CWT drastically influences the resulting transform
therefore making definitive analysis difficult.
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CWT Input Signal
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The next wavelet analysis technique examined is the Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA). The coefficients
can be displayed as a 2 dimensional matrix with the rows representing all the coefficients for a particular
scale and the columns are time. The spikes seen in figure 16 are the coefficient values at their location in
time with the height o f the spike proportional to its’ strength and the dyad is the exponent o f scale.

Scale = L2dyad,
where L is the length in time o f the input data and since L is a power o f 2,

Scale *=2p2dyod = 2p+dyad.
Figure 16 shows the wavelet coefficients for a 512 point data set with pulse at point 256 of duration 12 (see
figure 15). The amplitude o f the spike represents the amplitude of the kernel to be applied at this location
in the data. Another way o f viewing the MRA analysis is to convolve the wavelet with the resulting
coefficients to represent the data as a decomposition o f the original signal. This has the effect of
decomposing the signal into its characteristic scales shown as a time domain sequence as in figure 17.
The MRA of the input pulse is similar to the FFT in that many scales (or frequencies) are needed to model
the signal, however at some distance away the transform is no longer affected, which is dissimilar to the
FFT. It is also non-causal like the FFT since there are effects seen in the transform before the event actually
occurs.
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Figure IS Input Pulse
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Figure 16 Pulse Wavelet Coefficients
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Multi-Resolution Decomposition
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Figure 17 Pulse MRA Decomposition
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Figure 18 Simulated Structured Emissions

Figure 18 is a test signal that contains a pattern o f repeating pulses. The first pulse has a frequency of
0.4Hz and lasts for 30 seconds. The second pulse at 0.6 Hz overlaps the first by 10 seconds and also lasts
30 seconds. The total signal duration was 1024 seconds and to which some low level noise was added.
This would be a simplistic simulation o f Pearl micropulsations.
A spectrogram was created using 128 point FFT’s with a Hamming window where the FFT’s were
overlapped by 50%. As shown in figure 19 below, the result shows that the frequencies were identified
fairly accurately. The timing o f the pulses is different than the input signal and produces a pattern not
appearing in the signal as shown by the pulses being closer together and then farther apart than was in the
original data. This is due to the time smearing effect o f the sliding FFT algorithm, in addition to the time
smearing of the FFT itself. The phase relationship cannot be accurately determined using this technique.
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Figure 20 C WT o f Structured Signal

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (figure 20) exhibits a consistent pattern with the lower frequency
always appearing first. The time resolution is very good as opposed to the frequency resolution. The two
distinct frequencies are not resolved and could be anywhere from .08 to .71 Hz.
Figure 21 is the Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) representation that is a compromise between the CWT
and spectrogram. The frequency identification is approximate, but does bandlimit the frequencies to two
possible tones. The lower frequency does appear consistently prior to the upper tone, except near the edges.
This is due to the edge effects discussed earlier. The Coiflet used in the analysis proves to be a reasonable
wavelet to use because of the conciseness o f the result. Large smearing effects could be expected if the
wavelet function does not correlate well with the input signal.
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1000

ULF Magnetospheric Waves

Introduction

Ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves are limited to the frequencies between 5 Hz to ImBz, which are arranged
into groups that had originally appeared to originate from different geophysical processes (Table 1). The
signals detected on the ground contain impulsive behavior, frequency modulated tones, semimonochromatic oscillations, and noise so that complete characterization is difficult with any one analysis
technique. The steady state magnetic field magnitude on the ground is approximately 30uT (microTesla)
and the disturbances range from 1 picoTesla to 1 nanoTesla. In addition, the data in this paper is obtained
with an induction magnetometer, therefore the acquired signal is the time derivative o f the geomagnetic
field.
Signals detected on the ground with frequencies in the Pc 1-2 and Pc 5 range are thought to be largely
AlfVen waves impacting on the ionosphere. Pc 3 may be either Alfven or fast waves impacting the
ionosphere.
The dominant oscillations or time periods of various micropulsation events have been categorized as shown
in table one. These categories to some degree exhibit unique signal behavior and therefore are thought to
be emanating from different geophysical sources. In other cases Pc 4 may be a higher order mode o f Pc 5
or similar to a Pc 3 if the wave is a mix of compressional and Alfven modes.
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Table 2 ULF Wave Classifications

Type

Characteristic

Frequency (Hz)

Time (sec)
Pc-1

0 .2 -5

0 .2 -5

Pc-2

5 -1 0

0 .1-0.2

Pc-3

1 0 -4 5

2 2 -1 0 0 mHz

Pc-4

45 -150

7 - 22mHz

Pc-5

150-600

2 - 7 mHz

Pi-1

1 -4 0

0.025 - 1 Hz

Pi-2

4 0 -1 5 0

2 - 2 5 mHz

Waves detected on the ground have characteristics that can appear in adjacent categories so that it is
frequent that descriptions will span the above categories. For example, Pc 1 and Pc 2 are often described
together as Pc 1-2, similarly for Pc 3-4 and Pc 4-5.
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Magnetohydrodynamic Wave Theory
The purpose of this section is to discuss the basic theory o f ULF Magnetospheric waves and how they relate
to the micropulsations recorded on the ground. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory will be used to find a
dispersion relation for the waves; however some kinetic concepts are also utilized in explaining
particle/wave interactions. Maxwell’s equations, in conjunction with the adiabatic fluid equations, define a
system whereby the positive ions and electrons oscillate due to electric field restoring forces. The charged
particles are also subject to confinement forces due to the magnetic field. Small amplitude assumptions
allow for plane wave solutions. Perturbation techniques are used on the plane wave equations to derive
equations that describe the spatial and temporal variations in the electric field, magnetic field, particle
velocities, particle pressure, and densities.

Assume an environment where the magnetic field is aligned with the z axis o f a Cartesian coordinate system
in which a single particle exists and has momentum (px, py, pz).
An externally imposed magnetic field B (B =

B0z + Bxx + Byy , Bq » Bx,By) defines a direction in

space that will be assumed to be constant in time and space for the mathematical derivations. The behavior
of charged particles in the magnetosphere will be approached from two directions; one looking at the forces
on one particle and the other treating a large collection o f particles as a fluid.

Plasmas are ionized gasses that will be assumed to be electrically neutral in this analysis. At the single
particle level, neutrality is obtained by the shielding o f opposite charges whose characteristic distance is
defined by the Debye length. The Debye length in the magnetosphere ranges from 1 to 100 meters and is
derived by;

2 _ kTes 0
AD ~

2
m e
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where k is the Boltzmann constant,

Te is the electron temperature,

£ 0 is the dielectric constant of free

space, nQ is the equilibrium density, and q e is the charge o f an electron. To develop the equations for
magnetohydrodynamic waves this parameter will be much smaller than any o f the characteristic wave
structures so that a fluid approximation can be used.

There is one kinetic component o f particle motion that will enter into the fluid equations. Charged particles
in a magnetic field that have any velocity perpendicular to BQ will circle in the x-y plane with a frequency,

Where G)c is the gyro-frequency (also called cyclotron or Larmor frequency), e is the electric charge, and

m is the mass, in this case a proton. The electron gyrofrequencies will be much higher that any
characteristic frequencies o f the waves being studied and therefore will not enter into the equations.
The only forces on the ions result from this model magnetic field, cause a circular motion o f the charged
particle in the x-y plane, the direction o f which is dependant upon the sign o f the charge. The ions are
circulating in a “left hand” sense and electrons in a “right hand” sense. The z component of the momentum
remains unchanged over time. This cyclic motion creates a natural resonance in the magneto-hydrodynamic
environment.

The fundamental equations for a plasma fluid that behaves with infinite conductivity and no displacement
current are based upon Maxwell’s equations for this situation;

~

SB

V x E = -----dt

V-J? = G
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From the consideration o f particle conservation in any closed volume o f space we establish the continuity
equation:

^

dt

where

+V-nt/ = 0

U is the mean drift velocity of the particles, and p mis the mass density (Parks 1991).

The equation o f motion describes the forces present on the particles;

p.-U-JxB-Vp
at

where

p

is the pressure derived from an equation o f state.

For an perfect conductor, Ohm’s law becomes;

E+ U xB =0

Therefore any motion in the x-y plane infers the presence o f an electric field; this motion is referred to as “E
cross B drift”. The direction o f the motion is independent o f charge and consequently both ions and
electrons drift in the same direction.
Because the wave frequencies of interest here are small with respect to other natural plasma frequencies, the
equations will be simplified by using first order perturbation techniques.

B

B + b , p - * p + Sp, p - > p + $p
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This reduces the equation set to:

dSp
+ pV ■u = 0
dt

p ™L = -V S p + f o x b ) x B /

1

dt

; /

a>

■V x ( h x b )
3f

In the cold plasma limit (p=0) and aligning the x-axis with the component of the wave vector k that is
perpendicular to

B0, produces the following set o f equations;
V

CO

- v\ sin2 © ux + v Asin©cos0Mz = 0

sJj

V

\k j

2

- V2 cos2 © uy = 0

■v\ cos2 © uz + vAsin ©cos 0 u x = 0

(-)
U y
with

X

B
'BoP)

’

called the AlfVen velocity (Kivelson and Russell 1995). The dispersion relation that results from the
simultaneous solutions of these equations will not be duplicated here but can be found folly treated in Stix,
1962. These solutions lead to two basic wave types typically referred to as the Alfven and compressions!
waves.
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The details of the structures o f these waves will not be fully discussed here but can be acquired from
Southwood and Hughes (1982). The main points of interest are that the Alfven waves are predominantly
directed along the magnetic field direction with the variations in b s u constrained to be in the plane
perpendicular to

B0ez . For this reason these waves are also referred to as shear waves. Adjacent magnetic

field lines will fluctuate simultaneously in the same direction so the there is not any change in magnetic
pressure.

The ideal compressional wave, however, can propagate equally well in all directions and will produce
variations in magnetic pressure.
In the magnetosphere, there are some particle pressure effects that must be considered for this type of wave
a sound speed component must be taken into account. For the plasmasphere region;

5nkj
hs ~ 104 m/
3 nM

c =~

So that now the compressional wave branches into two solutions that are referred to as the fast and slow
modes.
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Slow wave

The slow mode is heavily damped and subsequently is not prevalent in the magnetosphere; however, these
waves have been seen in the ring current region (Sonnerap et al.,1969) as well as the tail region (Saunders
etal., 1981).

Ions and electrons in the magnetosphere are, to the first order, constrained to travel along field lines while
they gyro-rotate about it. This produces a spiral trajectory as the particles “bounce” along the field line due
to mirroring as the field line intensity increases near the Earth’s surface. The geometry of the Earth’s
magnetic field includes both curvature and gradient characteristics. These have the effect o f inducing
charge dependent drift velocities. Protons drift westward or towards the dawn side of the Earth while
electrons drift eastward, inducing a current around the planet called the “ring current” (Parks 1991,
Kivelson 1995).

Particles in a plasma that is treated as an ideal gas would have a distribution of velocities. Implicit in
deriving the above wave equations is that the particle distributions are Maxwellian. The quiet time
magnetospheric plasma should exhibit waves with characteristics o f the ideal solutions. The gradients at the
edge of the plasmapause are thought to promote Alfven wave growth. Wave observations in space indicate
complex modes which are not always pure Alfven and/or compressional.
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M agnetosphere

ion Composition

The equations previously shown were based upon a single ion species but the magnetosphere is actually a
dynamic mix of many species of ions. The dominant constituents of the plasma within the magnetosphere
are H+, He+, and CH ions. Gloeckler and Hamilton (1987) measured characteristics of ions with energies
from IkeV to 315keV with the AMPTE satellite. This energy range would be considered “hot”. Cold ions
are those particles that would fit a Maxwellian distribution about the group average drift velocity and have
energies < lOOeV. Cold ions are the dominant constituents of the magnetosphere with H+, He+, and O+
being the typical order o f decreasing density, however 0 + can often exceed the He+ density.

Table 3 Cold Ion Densities

Ion

Density( /cc) L 2-4

Density(/cc) L 4-7

H+

-1000

-100

He+

-6 0

-2 0

0+

-40

-10

Horwitz et al. (1983) published the results of the ISEE-1 and SCATHA satellites that had performed
extensive analysis o f the composition, see Table 3. There is a region around the Earth that has a
significantly increased density of ions with a distinct boundary around L=4 called the plasmasphere and the
boundary between it and the outer magnetosphere is called the plasmapause. The quiet time particle density
distribution in the plasmasphere is dominated by cold

{kT <leV), isotropic quasi-Maxwellian

distributions. H+ is the most abundant followed by He+ and then 0+. When there are disturbances or other
energization mechanisms then “pancake” distributions o f He+ become the dominant species. Pancake
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distributions are ions that are energized in the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic field. This results
because ions that have been sufficiently energized along the magnetic field direction may penetrate the
ionosphere and not return to the magnetosphere.

The densities and distributions o f hot ions can vary considerably due to solar wind disturbances. The table
below shows typical composition percentages for hot ions.

Table 4 Hot Ion Distribution

Ion

L 3-5 Quiet

L 3-5 Disturbed

L 5-7 Quiet

L 5-7 Disturbed

H+

96.3%

77.3%

91.1%

75.4%

0+

2.2%

17.4%

4.2%

18.9%

He+

.75%

1.3%

3.2%

0.78%

These ions have characteristic frequencies due to the Larmor rotation about the magnetic field. Waves can
interact significantly with ions when their Doppler shifted frequency is close to the ions’ gyrofrequency.
Ions circle around the magnetic field and can radiate waves into the magnetic field.
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Pc 1-2 Ion Cyclotron Wave Emission

MHD Wave Theory
This section will examine the fundamentals of waves in plasmas with frequencies below the local ion
cyclotron frequency. The plasma environment is that o f the day-side magnetosphere which contains mostly
hydrogen ions with a density o f 1 - 100 cm 3 . At this density, there are very few collisions, which is an
important simplification when deriving the dispersion relation for waves in this frequency region. The wave
frequencies of interest are low enough such that the electron population is always in equilibrium with
respect to the moving ion population. The plasma environment is also assumed to contain a unidirectional
constant magnetic field, B 0 , directed along the z-axis.

To determine what waves are possible and how they would propagate it is necessary to derive the dispersion
relation for this situation. This has been published in many papers so it will not be reproduced here except
for the major results.

Magneto-hydrodynamics treats the plasma as a charged fluid as opposed to kinetic theory which models the
plasma as a collection o f individual particles. Some o f the base equations are:

SB
_
/ ~
——= V x IU x B J

is from Maxwell’s equations and the ideal Ohm’s Law, and

Pm ~ ~ ~ ~^P + — ( v x b ) x B , for small U

dt

M
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is the equation o f motion acting on a particle density of

p m and particle pressure, p .

Perturbation techniques are used to reveal plasma behavior for small displacements. The plasma is
simplified to be cold so that

U —Ul , so that only the perturbed velocity has any significant contribution to

the ions.

B - B0 + B%,
giving;

I^ V x ^jX ^ jan d ,

dU}
B,•2 \ +(b0. v ) A .
= -V p +
dt
2 A0
Mo
•

/

Another common simplification will be used which is that all the waves are modeled as plane waves,
so that

Ul =(Je‘^ 'r~a>t^ and Bx = Bel^ r~mt\ Then the above equations reduce to:

0

dt
and

dUx
dt

k Moj

dBl
dz

d
p+
dz v
2

The second term on the right hand side is 0 by definition; the magnetic field and the pressure is constant
since there isn’t any restriction to ion flow along

B0 . This simplifies to
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dUx = B0 d$1
dt

finm d z

Differentiate wife respect to time and substitute using equation 1 to get,

e%

Bl d %

=

d t2

p 0p m 8 z 2

and
=

d%

Bl

6 2Bl

f i0p m d z 2 '

d t2

These equations describe transverse waves which propagate with speed,

vA

-

4 th Pm ’
This indicates a dispersion relation of the form

® _
k

‘JttiP m

(Q
that is only true when ——»

mc

Bp

^
1, where CO —

m

is the plasma frequency indicating the ions emit

Alfven waves. Typical values in the magnetosphere are C0p = 2 1 0 Hz and COc = 1 Hz so this is a
reasonable assumption.

These equations detail Alfven waves that are confined to propagate along the magnetic field with all
disturbances perpendicular to it. Using the frozen field line concept then as the plasma oscillates back and
forth, the field does as well and it propagates with left hand circular polarization [Dawson, 1966]. Below is
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an example of a plasmapause field line from the Tysgenenko (1998) field model that would direct
equatorially generated waves toward the ionosphere.

L = 4 Fieid Line GSM Coordinates

Waves
propagate
towards
Earth

6
4

2

Ion Instability
Region

0
-2
-4

-6

Y

Figure 22 Plasmapause Field Line
The straight black line through the Earth is directed along the surs-Earth axis; with field line projections in the X-Y and
Y-Z GSM coordinate planes. Waves generated in the ion instability region propagate along the field line toward the
northern and southern hemispheres.

EM1C Emission Theory

Consider a plasma consisting o f exclusively protons and electrons of which there are equals numbers
providing charge neutrality. There is a uniform magnetic field in the plasma that is constant in both
direction and magnitude,

B0 . This field will be aligned along the z-axis. Since this plasma is in
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equilibrium the particle pressure, p , and the magnetic field pressure,

B2

are largely constant, so that the

2 /i0
ratio;

provides an indication o f the relative strength o f these forces. In the inner magnetosphere, 0 is much less
than one, so that magnetic pressure is dominant.

The temperature o f the plasma is separated into the parallel temperature, 7j and the perpendicular
temperature,

Ty

defined with respect to the orientation o f

B0.

Movements of ions along the magnetic field

are unconstrained, as where motions in the x-y plane experience v X B forces which leads to this natural
separation o f temperatures into perpendicular and parallel components. An anisotropy ratio is defined for
the above distributions:

This expression is appears in the general dispersion relation for the plasma [Kennel and Petscheck 1966]
and it is an influential parameter in the generation o f waves.

Assuming there is a small sinusoidal disturbance o f the magnetic field such that:
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hs = 0 ,

that Is consistent with an Alfven wave propagating along the field line.
Any first order change In the intensity of b can be expressed as

db

,

— = yb,

dt

where y is the growth rate.

This is derived by assuming G) = G>R + i y , where G)R, f are real and have the relationship

»

1, is

7
inserted into the linearized dispersion relation. For a complete derivation see Kennel and Petschek (1966).

The growth rate is found to be

mo,

(2)

where

eB0

Q = ------ is the gyro-ffequency,

m pr

and
vz = ( o ) - Q ) / k

(3)

is the velocity component in the z direction o f a particle that has the lowest order resonance with the wave,

T](Vr ) is the fraction o f protons in the total distribution which are within Avz = jO —

k about the

cyclotron resonance.

There are two main conditions that are necessary' in the magnetosphere in order to facilitate growth o f ion
cyclotron (EMIC) waves. One is that there is sufficient energy in the perpendicular velocity components
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with, respect the parallel ones. The other is there is a sufficient density o f these ions which is near the
cyclotron resonance condition. A wave propagating in the opposite direction to the ions along the magnetic
field line has the lowest order resonance and is most likely the dominant mechanism (see equation 3).

Amplification o f EMIC waves has been shown to be possible both within the plasmasphere and in the outer
magnetosphere [Permit et al 1976], This theory has also been tested against observations using data collect
by the ATS-6 satellite by Mauk and McPherron (1980). Waves were observed in the afternoon and dusk
regions which contained cool (5ev) plasma in addition to 10-40keV ions. The plasma parameters measured
were within the linear analysis constraints used in the above theory.

Home and Thome (1993) published the results of a ray tracing analysis o f the amplification o f Ion
Cyclotron waves in the dipolar magnetosphere. The hot plasma dispersion was calculated at each point
along a wave path using a density model published by Inan and Bell (1997). This showed that there are two
significant regions that are the most likely source regions o f EMIC waves. This is just inside the
plasmasphere boundary (L=4) and at the outer regions o f the magnetosphere L>7.
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M a g n e to s p h e rfc

Propagation

The group velocity o f Alfven waves changes significantly along the field line due to changes in both

B0

and p m as indicated by the first order approximation,

Cold and heavy (i.e. He+, 0+ ) ions absorb some o f the wave energy as it propagates away from the equator
and the wave reaches a region where the He+ gyro-frequency is close to the doppler-shifted wave
frequency. The most significant resonances to be considered here are the He+ interactions that produce a
stop band through the processes of reflection, absorption, and wave mode coupling [Young et al. 1981].
This is sometimes referred to as the bi-ion (He+ - H+) resonance condition. The wave mode that couples to
the left handed Alfven wave in the presence o f He+ is the right handed mode, which is not directed along
the field line but more perpendicular to it consequently scattering wave energy [Rauch and Roux, 1982].

As an Alfven wave packet propagates away from the equatorial region along a field line the magnitude of
the magnetic field intensity increases, thereby raising the cyclotron resonant frequency o f the He+.
Consequently, for waves generated at the equatorial region with a frequency just above the local He+
gyrofrequency, a region will be encountered where the bi-ion resonance occurs. This produces an
energization of the perpendicular velocity component o f He+, averaging 35eV, with as much as 1GOeV
being observed in this region [Anderson and Fuselier 1994]. The H+ ions observed were only heated to
5eV, which was attributed to non-resonant interactions in the equatorial region that had propagated to the
AMPTE satellite.
Figures 23 & 24 show the He+ gyrofrequency (Tysganenko field model) for quiet-time plasmapause (L=4)
and outer magnetosphere field lines respectively. At the plasmapause, frequencies above 1.5 Hz are going
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to intersect a He+ resonant condition as the wave packet travels along the field line. Below this frequency
an interaction does not occur consequently more energy should reach the magnetometer.

H®+- Gyratejuency (L=4)
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Figure 23 Plasmapause He+ Gyrofrequency
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Figure 24 Outer Magnetosphere He+ Gyrofrequency

There will also be some penetration by left hand Alfven waves through the bi-ion resonance region that will
subsequently reach the ground as shown by Perraut et al. (1984). Waves that are reflected at the bi-ion
resonance could be trapped in the equatorial region and become a source o f subsequent waves, although this
has not been definitively observed. Some phase bunching o f He+ with the EMIC waves have also been
noted by Mauk (1982) that produced transversely accelerated He+.

Ionospheric Propagation

Alfven waves that propagate along field lines impact the ionosphere at an approximately vertical angle. The
magnetic field variations are largely in a plane that is parallel to the “surface” of the ionosphere. The
ionosphere consists o f a varying density of H+ and heavier ions whose density typically peaks around 300
km above the Earth’s surface with a lower boundary of approximately 120 km. The time varying magnetic
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and electric fields o f the wave induce the ions to move that then significantly modify the wave propagation
characteristics (Popecki 1991).
A numerical simulation was completed by Greifinger and Greifinger (1973) that used a layered ionospheric
model with the ground as an infinite conductor. It showed that there is a duct horizontal to the Earths’
surface that can cany wave energy laterally. Resonances occur between the ducted wave and a field aligned
mode that propagates toward the Earths’ surface. The net effect o f this is that wave energy from the duct
leak out o f the ionosphere back into space as well as toward the ground.
Long distance propagation is limited to the meridian (i.e. N-S) direction. This is the result o f wave coupling
occurring in the ionosphere that attenuates waves in off-meridian directions. Propagation in E-W direction
is available only to frequency passbands that are determined by the ionospheric conditions and geomagnetic
latitude.
The net effect is that short scale horizontal signals are not detected directly on the ground. The ground
signals are a result of the induced Hall currents that are at right angles to the original wave. The reflection
coefficient as seen from space is,

Er J - ^ p A

Et

1+ / i ^ pA

where E r is the reflected wave electric field, E ( is the incident wave electric field,and 2 is the height
integrated Pedersen conductivity. The assumption in the above equation is that the field aligned currents
are very small due to high Pedersen conductivity; however, in the real ionosphere electric fields are present
that are parallel to B 0e z and can be a significant sink of wave energy.

A reflection coefficient o f 10 to 20% was estimated by Erlandson et al. (1992). The results o f a study by
Fraser el al. 1996 is tabularized below showing measured reflection coefficients using the CRRES satellite
with the satellite position indicated by the L-value and Magnetic Latitude (MLAT).
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Table 5 CURES Ionosphere Reflection Measurements

MLT

L

MLAT

Reflection Coefficient

01

5.1

1 Deg N

0.15

21

5.4

21 Deg N

0.08

19

4.8

3 Deg N

0.11

19

6

11 Deg S

0.05

18

5.4

18 Deg S

0.07

16

6.7

12 Deg S

0.13

15

5.6

10 Deg S

0.18

14

6.0

20 Deg S

0,08

13

4.9

20 Deg S

0.04

The sudden rise o f the Alfven speed at approximately 3000 km above the Earth creates an effective cavity
between it and the ionosphere that can have resonant modes (Lysak 1993, Polyakov and Rapoport 1981).
Using an Alfven velocity profile based upon a semi-realistic model, Lysak (1993) calculated that the
resonant frequencies, that exhibit sharp peaks in frequency, were .44 Hz, 1.0 Hz, 1.56 Hz, 2.13 Hz, and
2.62 Hz. The absolute observed frequency could vary because of varying ion densities that would alter the
height at which the Alfven velocity is at a maximum. The net effect of which should be enhanced energy in
distinct frequency bands, which should be observed Lysak (1993) compared his results with Viking data
referenced in Block and Falthammar (1990) with some success.
The ground based magnetometers collect information from a broad region about the local field line due to
the horizontal propagation or ducting previously described. This ducting may be variable during emission,
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consequently introducing fading and enhancements in the measurements. In contrast to satellites whose
instruments detect highly localized disturbances but are also not subject to ionosphere propagation effects.

Pc 1-2 Sub-classifications

Frequency-time plots o f ground based magnetometers show that in the 0.2 - 5 Hz region there are as many
as ten relatively distinct emission types. Fukunishi (1981) provides a thorough breakdown of these into
categories (figure 25). This paper will be primarily focused upon periodic emissions called Pearl pulsations
with some discussion o f the occurrence o f Pc 1 continuous or “Band” emissions. A thorough review of Pc
1-2 with respect to high-latitudes can be found in Araoldy et al. (1988).
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Figure 25 Pc 1-2 Classifications (Fukunishi 1981)
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Pearl Pulsations

Pearl Pulsations refer to signals detected that have pulse like characteristics that are regular and will often
exhibit some frequency dependent behavior as well. Figure 26 is an example o f a morning event recorded
in Antarctica at the station called A81 on April 9,1996. Pulsed emissions are clearly evident occurring at
regular intervals o f approximately 120 seconds. There is also what appears to be rising tones associated
with each pulse. Vertical and falling tones are often seen as well or a combination o f both.
The duration of these events typically are one or more hours with some variability in the dominant
frequency present. As discussed in the Data Acquisition Section, these signals are well within the systems
ability to record without significant distortion and consequently are the result of emissions in the
magnetosphere, not system artifacts. The current theory is that the pulsations are emitted via an unstable
plasma in the equatorial region that propagate along the field lines via a field line guided Alfven wave.
When striking the ionosphere some wave energy is reflected back to the unstable equatorial region. The
remaining wave energy penetrates the ionosphere after which a small fraction reaches the ground (Jacobs
and Watanabe 1964). The reflected wave stimulates a coherent emission in the equatorial region that
propagates toward the opposite hemisphere.
The ground spectrograms appear to contain several overlapping series (Tepley 1965). The most common
signal shows a rapidly rising frequency; however, vertical and falling frequency lines are also seen.
The time interval between stripe like structure has an inverse relationship with emission center-band
frequencies (Heacock and Hessler 1962, Tepley 1965). In other words, the emission center frequency
increased when the stripping frequency decreased. In addition, the emissions observed in opposite
hemispheres exhibit striped structure that is out of phase by 180 deg. Occasionally spectrograms also show
a structure doubling which may indicate that the station is receiving signals from two emission regions. The
occurrence of Pc 1-2 with respect to universal time is modified somewhat by the conductivity o f the
ionosphere. During the daytime the increased conductivity reduces the ability of Alfven waves to penetrate
to the ground (Wentworth 1964).
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Figure 26 Structured Pc 1-2 Emission
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Daily and Seasonal Occurrence

Several studies performed in the 1960’s ( Benioff, 1960, Tepley and Wentworth, 1962, Heacock and
Hessler 1962) reported that the Pearl pulsations predominantly occurred during the daytime for high
latitudes and with a strong night time occurrence rate for low latitudes. A thorough study was completed by
M. Popecki (1991) for high latitudes using both structured and unstructured Pc 1-2 emissions, and found
that pulsations above 0.4 Hz had different characteristics from those below suggesting different source
regions. For frequencies below 0.4 Hz the maximum rate of occurrence was between 15:00 and 16:00
Magnetic Local Time (MLT) or the “afternoon” sector. Frequencies above 0.4 Hz can occur throughout the
day, though on average the duration o f events was reported to be 200 minutes or less and they are most
often present around noon MLT. There is also an increase in occurrence between 6:00 and 14:00 MLT or
the “morning sector”.
Events at higher latitudes exhibit longer durations than lower latitudes, consistent with field line
convergence. Ground stations at higher latitudes would collect information from a broader equatorial
region than lower latitudes due to the fact the there is a higher density of field line flux closer to the
magnetic poles o f the Earth. As a result, in the current theory there are two main generation regions for
EMIC waves, outer dayside and the inner plasmaspause. There are also structured waves present at night
for low latitudes but they will not be considered in this study.
With respect to both structured and unstructured Pc 1-2 emissions, Popecki et al. (1993) showed that mid
latitude stations detected higher center frequencies (0.4-0.8 Hz) on average as compared to 0.1-0.4 Hz
dominating at high latitude stations. There does not appear to be a significant connection between long
duration events and solar wind dynamic pressure or on the standard geomagnetic indicators (AE, DST) with
the exception that Kp appeared to be higher at mid-latitudes during EMIC events as opposed to high
latitudes.
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Theories

The basic equations governing the wave packet propagation, in the multicomponent equatorial plasma, were
developed by Dawson(1960) and Gendrin et al. (1970). Considerable effort has been made to describe the
frequency behavior as dispersion of the wave packet as it propagates along the field line (Cocke and
Cornwall, 1967). The -120 second repetitive nature is due to wave packets reflecting from the ionosphere
propagating along the field line to the marginally unstable equatorial region whereupon the wave is re
amplified and travels to the opposite hemisphere ( Jacobs and Watanabe 1964, Obayashi 1965 ). There are
many geophysical factors that will determine the spectral characteristics of Alfven wave packet propagating
along a field line from the equatorial region to the ground; for example, the change in Alfven speed (due to
the magnetic field intensity and ion density changes), ion species composition, and He+ resonances.
Estimates o f wave packet traversal times from the re-amplifying equatorial region to the ionosphere were
first published by Criswell (1969). Gendrin et al. (1971) and Cornwall (1966) discuss the consideration that
the spectral composition of an Alfven wave packet is not determined entirely by dispersion alone but is also
interacting simultaneously with the unstable plasma. Gendrin et al. (1971) showed that it may be possible
to deduce magnetospheric parameters due to the spectral shape o f any one particular pulse seen on the
ground but had limited success with the technique. The theory did not explain or require bouncing wave
packets, as it only addressed the spectral composition changing as the wave packet propagates.
Another possibility is that the waves are produced in the equatorial region by phase bunched particles that
have perpendicular temperatures of -15-20 keV. The particles oscillate between hemispheres with a typical
period o f 120 seconds for L > 7. Upon passing through the equatorial region o f higher density cold
particles, as well as a minimum B, the energetic particles with sufficient anisotropy emit waves that are
directed in the opposite direction from the group o f particles’ instantaneous direction. In other words,
southbound particles would emit EMIC waves towards the northern hemisphere. This would explain the
fact the conjugate stations record structured emissions 180 deg out of phase with each other. This theory
also does not require the coherent re-amplification o f reflected wave packets.
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There have been some observations of phase bunched particles in the magnetosphere (Mauk and
McPherron, 1980, Quinn and Southwood, 1982). The process of energization of the ions and the processes
that allow or contribute to one or more hours of particle coherence will need to be explored to determine if
this theory is correct.
The third theory, recently proposed, is that compressional waves of lower frequency (120 second period)
are increasing the anisotropy of the equatorial plasma and thereby inducing emissions. Lewis et al. (1977)
analyzed plasmapause data for the Siple station in Antartica and concluded that some o f the structure was
possibly due to modulations or undulations o f the magnetopause boundary region. This was also discussed
by Olson and Lee (1983). Localized ULF modulated waves have been detected from L = 3 to L = 8 by
Engebretson et al. (1988), but significant compressional power was not observed at the same time.
There may also be a combination of the above mechanisms that is present at different times and
environments in the magnetosphere as well.

Pci Observations

While Pc 1 waves have been detected both on the ground and in space simultaneously, the characteristics of
the waves; bandwidth, center frequency, and any modulations are often somewhat different in structure
(Fukunishi, 1981). This is attributed to dispersive propagation along the field line and the lateral
propagation of these waves in the ionosphere, in effect smearing the wave energy over a region of the Earth.
The range of area on the ground of an event can vary from several hundreds o f kilometers to occasionally
one to two thousand kilometers. The waves, as studied on the ground, have shown categories o f behavior
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that are often not clearly distinguishable from each other and therefore have been difficult to definitively
categorize. Two basic types o f spectra observed are continuous and fine structured [Tepley 1965].

Continuous refers to an emission which has a well defined frequency o f narrow bandwidth

( A f / f c < 1 /1 0 ), that is uninterrupted for several minutes and sometimes hours. The frequency may
wander several tenths o f a hertz over time but is not broken or modulated.

As shown before, there are fine structured Pc 1-2 emissions having a striped or dotted appearance and the
stripes are at a regular interval, typically 1 - 2 minutes. If the structures are clearly repetitive then they are
called pearl pulsations. The stripes often appear as rising tones, however vertical stripes and falling tones
are also recorded. Gendrin et al. (1979) analyzed the modulations to determine if inter-modulation
distortion could account for the structures in the spectrograms.

Spacecraft has measured many transverse waves with frequencies between . 1 and 5 Hz that have all the
characteristics expected o f EMIC waves [Young et al. 1981].
Figure 27 below is a plot of normalized frequency, (with respect to the local gyrofrequency ), vs. magnetic
local time adapted from Anderson et al. 1992. It shows three basic regions of magnetospheric structure:
inner plasmasphere, plasmapause, and outer magnetosphere. The inner region characterized by the L = 3-5
plot shows low frequency emissions throughout the day with a slight increase on each side o f magnetic
noon. The region from L = 5-6 contains the plasmapause boundary, which can often be anywhere within
this region, and shows a slightly more disrupted sequence. It shows slightly higher frequencies in the
morning times with some falling off throughout the day. The outer magnetosphere L = 7 - 9 has a smoother
plot indicating a less variable environment and a distinct peak in frequency around 9 MET.
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Figure 27 Pc 1-2 Magmtospheric Occurrence Distribution

There is evidence that the morning outer magnetosphere produces EMIC waves in a different maimer than
the midday to evening regions for all L. This comes from observations o f linear polarization at all magnetic
latitudes in the 0300 - 0900 MLT region for L > 7 [Anderson et al. 1992]. EMIC theory describes a
mechanism where left-handed polarized waves are produced and therefore does not account for these
observations. Another characteristic that is different in this region is that the frequency is predominantly
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greater that the equatorial He+ gyro-frequency. This cannot be attributed to an increase in cold plasma
density which would cause higher emission frequencies because satellite observations indicated relatively
little density [Chappell 1974].

Other notable characteristics are that the afternoon to evening sector produces frequencies that are less than
the local He+ gyro-frequency and around noon frequencies both above and below He+ can be seen.
Generally the power produced by EMIC falls off slightly with L, however an exception is the afternoon
outer magnetosphere which produces the most powerful emissions for L > 6. This could be accounted for
the increased density from dawn toward dusk [Chappell 1974]. The normalized frequency o f emission
increases from .3 to .45 per L, on average, with increasing L for all sectors.

Observations of EMIC waves with satellites have largely agreed with the theory outlined previously. A
good example is the study by Mauk and McPherron (1980) using the ATS-6 geostationary satellite. 30 keV
H+ ions were present with an anisotropy (A) o f approximately .7 - 1.0, and due to a relatively limited
wavelength o f 800 km, the wave could be considered to be propagating in an infinite medium. The waves
exhibited a strong left handed polarization and well defined Poynting vector, P, because the variation in
particle velocity, S v , was always anti-parallel to

SB , with the relationship;

P = ju0SExSB
and

SE = -cSv x B0.

Low frequency modulation of the EMIC waves was noted and it was discussed that increasing

Bgwould

lead to higher temperature anisotropy and more EMIC wave emission. They noted that the maximum wave
intensity was in fact accompanied by a minimum in

B0 , so that the correlated occurrence could not be

readily explained.
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Poynting vector measurements have been made using satellite measurements for isolated events, LaBelle
and Treumann (1992) report on the observation o f a Pc 1-2 event that was in proximity, if not immersed in
an emission ion cyclotron instability region in the L = 4.3 to 6.3 range, between +1,7 deg and +6.8 deg
above the equator. In this event, strictly northward Poynting vectors are seen, however the waves appear
linearly polarized and the polarization was attributed to the presence o f 0+ . The spectral characteristics
were similar to the small stripe like 120 second pearl pulsations, but were o f much shorter duration. An
anisotropic plasma
( A = .25) appeared simultaneously with the waves at approximately one half the local He+ gyrofrequency,
consistent with EMIC emission theory.
The possibility that the linear wave was a result of the combination o f a transmitted and reflected wave was
ruled out by analyzing the right and left hand polarization modes independently. The result was that each
maintained a northward Poynting vector direction, directed away from the equator.

Erlandson et al. (1992) studied Pearl Pulsations using the Viking satellite and measured Poynting flux
predominantly directed toward the ionosphere, in addition a small amount o f upward flux was observed.
Attempts to correlate downward propagating (ionospheric bound) pulsations with the weaker upward
(equatorial bound) wave packets were not successful.
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Pc 3-4 Wares
Pc 3-4 waves have frequencies between 15 and SOmHz (T = 20 - 150 s) and have been thoroughly studied
for many years (for review see Yumoto 1986). The presence and characteristics of the waves exhibit both
diurnal and latitudinal variations and the origins are considered to be largely exogenic or originating
external to the magnetosphere. The theories of how waves of this period are produced do not often
differentiate between frequencies for Pc 3 and those for Pc 4 so that these categories will be treated
together.
Both compressions! and transverse waves are present in this frequency range (McPherron et al. 1972) and
sometimes are present in mixed modes that are highly band limited. In compressional waves, coherent
oscillations of energetic electrons were observed ( Barfield et al. 1971). Comparison o f satellite with the
ground measurements indicates a power loss of approximately 50db.

Several notable differences are that waves with periods below 40 sec can exhibit a smaller period (higher
frequency) with a magnetopause situated closer to the Earth. Another behavioral characteristic that changes
at 40 sec is that the wave period is inversely proportional to the solar wind density and the solar wind
density increases for periods above. In addition, there is an empirically established dependency of period on
the magnitude of the IMF B field. This will be described in more detail later in this section.

There are intermittent and very high latitude Pc 3-4 waves, which most likely have their own generation
mechanisms. This discussion will focus on the mid-latitude signals that have a continuous nature as seen on
the ground. Satellite observations have measured Pc 3-4 waves and are observed in both Alfven and
compressional modes. They are frequently observed sunward of the magnetospheric bow shock (Takahashi
et al. 1994), which is in theory the location o f origin.
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Ground based observations exhibit an established dependency upon the IMF cone angle, such that when the
angle o f the IMF B field direction to the Sun-Earth line is less than 45 degrees Pc 3 waves are detected on
the ground. When the IMF cone angle exceeds 45 degrees they are largely absent (Troitskaya 1994).

The Pc 3 waves are mostly a dayside phenomenon and are frequent for 5 < L < 8 (Heppner et a l, 1970).
The maximum amplitude o f Pc 3-4 waves seen on the ground can occur at two latitude regions; cusp and

3 = 70° where 3 is the geographical latitude. The lower latitude maximum would be from waves
propagating from the internal magnetosphere and the cusp may have direct or semi-direct access to solar
wind waves [Engebretson, el al. 1991].

Current theory is that ions reflecting from the bow shock are generating magnetosonic waves via ion
cyclotron resonance that are directed Earthward [Russell and Hoppe (1983)]. Paschmann el al. (1981)
established three distinct types of ion distributions via satellite measurements. The first, shows a
concentration of ions directed sunward in the region where the IMF is tangent to the IMF/magnetosphere
shock. This would be due to reflected ions from the bow shock region; however, the exact details of the
reflection mechanism are still not certain. As measurements are made further downstream where the IMF
intersects the magnetopause, the ion distribution spreads out, creating the intermediate distribution, and
ultimately results in a diffuse distribution as the third type. It has been difficult to determine which
distribution is responsible for wave generation, although the production o f waves should scatter particles
from a well-defined reflected distribution toward a diffuse one.
Other sources of waves in the foreshock are Doppler shifted ion acoustic waves and low frequency whistler
mode emissions [Anderson el al., 1981].

The emitted waves must then propagate through the bow shock, magnetosheath, and the magnetopause in
order to penetrate into the inner magnetosphere. Plasma conditions in each of these regions can
significantly modify the wave mode and propagation characteristics. Wave modes can be converted on the
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magnetopause Into surface waves, shear Alfven, and slow magnetosonic. This will dissipate a significant
amount o f wave energy at the magnetopause; however, 1 -2 % o f the energy does propagate through to the
inner magnetospheric region. Since the Alfven mode does not propagate perpendicular to the field lines,
the main modes of interest are the slow and fast compressional. In the magnetosphere, where B is low, slow
mode compressional waves may not propagate readily, so that fast mode waves are left as the main source
o f energy transfer directly through the magnetosphere Earthward [Potapov and Mazur (1994)]. A study
conducted by TakahasM et al. (1994) measured simultaneous Pc 3 wave activity in the outer magnetosphere
and at mid latitude ground stations. The spectral characteristics were very similar, though it was not
determined where and how the compressional waves were converted to AHVen waves in the inner
magnetosphere.

One o f the first characteristics found was the dependency o f the Pc 3-4 dominant frequency upon the
magnitutude of the IMF. This was first proposed by Troitskaya et al (1971) and has the relationship:

T , = m / B { n T ) mF

Supported by numerous interplanetary satellite measurements this relationship must ultimately be related to
the Larmor frequency at the source region.

Shear flow or Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities may contribute to the generation of these waves on the dayside
high-latitude magnetopause [Yumoto, 1984]. Measurements o f Pc 3-4 azimuthal wave numbers (m < 6)
[Fraser and Ansari (1985)] in the inner magnetosphere indicate that the source was not consistent with
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the flanks of the magnetosphere, which are expected to have azimuthal
numbers of approximately 20. It is concluded that Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is not likely a strong
contributor to day-side inner magnetosphere Pc 3-4.
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There has been significant work on the transmission o f waves through the magnetosheath [Yumoto
(1986)][Zhuaag and Russell (1982)]. It has been concluded that fast mode waves can enter and be
amplified by the bow shock. This occurring when the propagation direction Is quasi-parallel with the sunEarth direction. Calculations of the transmission, coefficient via a tangential discontinuity give rise to the 1
- 2 % estimate. Theoretical work has also been done on the transmission through rotational discontinuities
[Kwok and Lee (1984)], which indicates a 1% transmission ratio and a strong dependence o f the wave’s
magnetic normal magnetic component to the tangent component ratio.

It has been shown, however, that these waves would have a large damping rate upon entering the inner
magnetosphere [Lanzerotti el al., 1981; Yumoto et al., 1984) and may not directly propagate to low
latitudes. There is significant evidence o f compressional waves propagating directly through the
magnetopause and into the inner magnetosphere and mode coupling to Alfven waves in a preferred region.

A study by Rasinkangas and Mursula (1998) which analyzed both spacecraft and ground data during which
significant Pc 3 wave activity measured by GOES-6 was mainly toroidal and concluded that upstream
waves measured by IMP-8 were propagating inward and stimulating resonant field lines coupling wave
energy to the ground.

A significant source o f Pc 3-4 wave energy is also resident in the cusp [Olson and Fraser (1994)]. Many
satellite observations have measured a broad spectrum of wave activity in the cusp with a high degree of
correlation with solar wind parameters [Amoldy et al (1988)]. It is suggested that some of this wave energy
may couple to Inner magnetic field lines via the ionosphere [ Engebrefson. et al. (1991) ].

Based upon the previous discussion it is difficult to ascertain precisely where the Pc 3-4 wave energy
detected at most ground stations is being generated. Under specific IMF-magnetospheric conditions
different mechanisms may be the dominant contributor at times. Given the satellite observations of
compressional fast magnetosonic waves in the outer magnetosphere, the major contributor to mid latitude
ground stations for the long duration events are evidently from these waves.
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Pc 5 Waves

If the magnetic field lines are treated as standing waves in a cold plasma the natural frequencies derived
from the solutions o f the wave equation fall into the Pc 5 wave frequency band. The ionosphere is modeled
to be infinitely conducting, fixing the end points, and the length of the field line would be equivalent to the
wavelength of the fundamental modes of oscillation. The allowed wavelengths are subsequently

l ~

2

I / n

f. For the shear AlfVen wave the frequency is

c» = xAk = vA2n/ x

or

f =

nBo
2 ij t w

That this is largely true for waves below the ion cyclotron frequency was first proposed by Dungy, 1954. In
a spherical coordinate system centered at Earth’s center,

(r, (p, 0)

, there are two main modes o f oscillation

called the poloidal and toroidal. In the poloidal mode, the magnetic perturbations are mostly in the radial
direction, r . The toroidal mode has magnetic perturbations in the azimuthal angle, ( p . The solution o f the
wave equation in dipolar geometries indicates that these modes are often coupled.

Chen and Haseqawa (1974) and Southwood (1974) showed that coupling caused by the inhomogeneity of
the background magnetic field and plasma density resulted in elliptical polarization o f the wave magnetic
field. A decoupled set o f equations can be derived, (Cummings et al., 1969), by assuming the magnetic
perturbations are strictly perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. Cummings et al. 1969 exhibits
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graphs for the basic standing modes and shows the odd modes have a magnetic node at the equator, while
even modes have an magnetic anti-node at the equator. The electric perturbations are exactly opposite of
this because of the ±

90° phase shift between

b and e for standing waves versus

0° ,180° for propagating

Alfven waves and the frequencies are approximately equal to an Alfven wave o f equivalent wavelength.
The damping rate due to finite conductivity has been estimated to be of the order 0.06, the ratio of
magnetospheric Alfven conductance to the height integrated Pedersen conductivity, (Takahashi and
McPherron, 1984) and consequently has little effect on the natural equatorial frequencies.

A box cavity' model was developed by Zhu and Kivelson (1989), which utilizes a non-monotonic Alfven
velocity, representing the variations due to magnetic field strength and density along a field line. This
numerical model exhibits strong resonant peaks and predicts that the inner magnetosphere is not driven by
solar wind influences due to significant damping of the global mode waves. There is a mode where the
plasmasphere exhibits two resonances that are considered to be “trapped” modes that are stimulated locally.
Zhu and Kivelson (1989) suggest that the long duration resonances are driven more by a global mode that
acts as a reservoir of wave energy than a continuous input of compressional waves from the solar wind.

Pc 5 Observations

The standing wave model predicts that the frequencies o f standing waves would decrease as latitude
increases because the field lines are much longer. This was first verified by Singer and Kivelson, (1979)
and Baker et al., (1980). Takahashi et al.(1983) who used three satellites to show that the third harmonic
consistently increases in frequency as the L shells decrease specifically for L<6 .
Geostationary satellites have been extensively used to study these waves (Takahashi and McPherron, 1984),
and verified that to a large extent the waves follow the fundamental modes derived from the wave equation.
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The study by Takahashi and McPherron, (1984) showed that the fundamentals o f either the poloidal or
toroidal waves were predominately in the morning sector, with toroidal waves present as much as five time
as often as poloidal waves. The second and higher harmonics were most often seen around local noon.
The Pc 5 are often seen as an azimuthally polarized fundamental wave o f approximately 10 mHz near the
plasmapause. Takahashi and McPherron (1984) show that these waves are largely present in the morning
sector and are driven by an external source. Most Pc3-5 waves seen on the ground are thought to be odd
modes (Lanzerotti and Fukunishi).
In the outer magnetosphere ( L > 7 ) quasi-sinusoidal transverse waves with amplitudes of 60 - 110 nT are
observed, as originally reported by Patel (1965). Cummings et al. (1971) analyzed two years of data and
discovered that the probability of occurrence increases from dawn, peaks around 1400 LT, and then drops
toward dusk.
In general, three types of waves are seen and are categorized as: giant pulsations, radially polarized waves,
and compressional waves. Giant pulsations are rarely observed and actually have smaller amplitude
variations than the other types.
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Table 6 summarizes their characteristics.

Radially Polarized
Giant Pulsations

Compressional Waves
Waves

Period

10-1 5 0 s

10 - 150s

1 5 0 -6 0 0 s

Amplitude

Small

Intermediate

Large

Local Time

Morning

Afternoon to Evening

Afternoon to Evening

-20

-100

-50

Propagation Direction

Westward

Westward

Westward

Standing Wave Mode

Symmetric

Antisymmetric

Antisymmetric

Azimuthal Wave
Number

Table 6 Pc 5 Wave Modes

The radially polarized pulsations are associated with the poloidal solution of the magnetospheric MHD
wave equation. There is a compressional component ( along B ) that has a node at the equator and an anti
node at the equator for the perpendicular variations in B which are predominantly in the radial direction.

The compressional waves are closely associated with the presence of energetic ions in the evening sector.
These waves also have compressional components and strong radial components but they are strongly
coupled and vary considerably away from the equator due to a small effective wavelength.
Considerable effort has been made to identify the driving mechanisms for the large wavelength modes from
comparisons o f the solar wind with ground or space measurements. There are two main sources that would
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excite waves o f this frequency, the solar wind and magnetospheric storms. As the solar wind passes over
the magnetopause it creates undulations due to the shear flow o f plasma at the boundary. This is referred to
as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI), and was postulated to be a major source of Pc5 waves by Fejer
(1964).
The KHI would predictably be dominant along the sides o f the magnetosphere suggesting waves should be
more prevalent in the morning or afternoon sectors. The intensity of Pc5 waves has been found to increase
as the solar wind velocity increases as measured in both the outer equatorial magnetosphere and on the
ground ( eg. Anderson et al. 1991, Glassmeier, 1989).
Waves in the solar wind have been observed whose power over time matches very well with frequencies of
1.3 mHz, 1.9 mHz, 2.7 mHz, and 3.3 mHz that were also observed in the magnetosphere approximately 70
minutes later ( Stephenson and Walker, 2002). The 70-minute delay corresponds to the WIND satellite
distance sunward o f the Earth divided by the solar wind velocity. The frequencies generated appear to be
well defined or stable which may be difficult if the magnetosphere is modeled as a cavity with resonant
modes. The resonances might be expected to vary because of the high variability o f the magnetosphere in
dimension and composition. Stephenson and Walker propose that solar wind waves that resonate with a
magnetospheric cavity mode may couple directly into the magnetosphere.
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Wavelet Analysis of Ground Based Magnetometer
Data

Data Acquisition System

The instrumentation is a set of 3 simple induction coils that are oriented along 3 perpendicular directions.
The X axis is in the N-S direction, the Y axis is along the E-W direction, and Z is vertical. Each consists of
a coil of 540,000 turns wound on an annealed permalloy core. The fundamental equation for the inductor:

where

V is the induced voltage, N

is the number o f wire loops, and <f>is the environmental magnetic flux

that passes through the loops. Assuming an oscillating disturbance,

d> =

, and <D= 2 ^ f

the magnitude o f the inductor transfer function is then,

\V\ - 2nfNAB0
where

A is the loop area and B0is the amplitude of the driving magnetic field.

The theoretically induced

signal is directly proportional to the frequency. This is an advantage in detecting magnetospheric
oscillations because they have been observed to have the inverse relationship, such that for frequencies
above 3 mHz, the amplitude decreases with frequency, see Campbell (1997).
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Voltage induced by the coil is amplified by 1000 in a three stage combination amplifier and filter circuit.
Figure 28 shows the entire system frequency response measured with a test coil. It is important to note that
the transfer function is frequency dependent, enhancing 1.5 Hz signals in comparison to other frequencies.
The output of the amplifier is digitized with a 12 bit A/D converter at a rate of 2 Hz or 10 Hz.

Magnetometer Frequency Response
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Figure 28 Magnetometer Frequency Response

The sensitivity is approximately 9 x 10"4 y where y - \ nanoTesla, which means there can be
considerable interference.
The design used at the high latitude stations was developed at the University of Minnesota,the details o f
which are published by Parady (1974) and Taylor, et al. (1975).
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In ULF magnetospheric ground signals, complex structures called pearls are known to occur which have a
center frequency of approximately 1 Hz but appear to contain multiple rising tones or modulations. Some
of the apparent structure may be due to limitations of the acquisition system creating beat frequencies in the
instrumentation. This was explored by Gendrin and Villedary [1979], whose results will be used to quantify
this system. The following diagram illustrates two rising tones separated by

Sx

that have a rising tone

beharvior.

frequency

s - characteristic slope

St

- repetition period

time

In order to correctly resolve a signal o f these types, two <

1

St

<B

be met;

where B is the system bandwidth

and

sSr > B .
The first condition is a restatement o f the Nyquist Density [Oppenheim et al., 1983], which in practice will
not approach this limit, because segmenting and windowing the data adds additional smearing in time. The
second condition guarantees that the system will remove any beat frequencies due to the presence of two
tones. In this system, the Nyquist condition is satisfied by the system frequency response ( figure 28). The
result is for this system with an approximate bandwidth of 5 Hz and for repetitions are approximately 120
seconds apart, the slope, s, must be greater than 25Hz/sec otherwise spurious signals will be seen in the
spectrum.
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The recorded Pearl pulsations exhibit tones that typically ris e . 1 to .2 Hz over a period of 120 seconds, and
therefore are significantly less than the theoretical maximum siope. There are vertical structures seen in
some examples, but they would be bandlimited and not very powerful so that significant distortion does not
seem apparent. A M l discussion on Pc 1 pulsation signal processing techniques can be found in Glangeaud
(1981).

Spectrogram Interpretation of Pc 1-2 Peart Events

The visual characteristics o f the spectrogram for Pearl pulsations are strongly influenced by the choice of
FFT length as well as the graphical parameters. For example, viewing large time segments vs. small ones,
( figures 29 and 30) will alter the perception of how prevalent the structure is. Also a change in
interpretation o f the structure seen in the spectrograms can be illustrated by viewing figure 29 up close and
then at arms length. The question then occurs that if some of the structures seen and interpreted by the
viewer are a function o f the presentation then how much o f the structure represents real physical
phenomena. This section details the spectrogram analysis of one event to determine whether some of the
structures are artifacts of processing and visual interpretation.
The ULF wave categories are completely represented in the MRA with Pc 1-2 showing in the .696 Hz, .348
Hz, and .174 Hz pseudo-frequency bands. Pc 3 occupies .087 Hz, .043 Hz, and .022 Hz; Pc 4 overlaps Pc 3
and starts from .022 Hz, 11 mHz, and 5 mHz; Pc 5 then extends from 5 mHz to .7 mHz. Below .7 mHz the
magnetometer does not have significant signal response, see figure 28, so that signals appearing here are
typically due to edge effects. An example of this is shown in figure 34 from 0:00 to 1:30UT.
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Figure 29 Structured Emission Event

Figure 29 shows a morning event recorded by the BAS A81 Station (L~9) in Antarctica that has a magnetic
local noon (MLN) at 14:18UT. High latitude stations typically exhibit higher detailed structure in the
morning sectors whereas the afternoon events are often more diffuse, i.e. HM Chorus or Banded. This
event appears to have stripes that slope from higher to lower frequencies starting abruptly at approximately
9:10 UT. For the period of 9:40 to 10:00 UT the structure appears to be disturbed, after which structure is
clearly seen that appears to have stripes sloping from lower to higher frequencies.
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BAS A81 Y Q9-Apr-1996 128PT FFT

09:20:00

09:50:00

Figure 30 128Pt FFT Structured Event Analysis

Figure 30 is an expanded version of the above event still using a 128 point FFT. Strong structure is evident
but some of the large scale striping effect appears to be slightly diminished.
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Figure 31 64Pt FFT Structured Event Analysis

Figure 31 is the same data set as figure 30 but a 64 point FFT was used in die analysis. This would reduce
the amount of time averaging in the analysis and will also reduce the frequency resolution. Structure is still
evident albeit reduced again to some degree. Since some o f the stripes are still present at this finer
resolution, this would support the interpretation that there are some “falling” tones in the data set. These
emissions may not be as well organized as appears in the 128 point 2 hour spectrogram (figure 29). This is
because the graphical processing and signal processing used to produce figure 29 are matched to the Pc 1
oscillations, consequently enhancing the presentation of the stripes.
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BAS A81 Y 09-Apr-1996 256PT FFT
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Figure 32 256Pt FFT Structured Event Analysis

Figure 32 is the analysis using a 256 point FFT which will drastically increase the time averaging effect of
the spectrogram algorithm. The striping effect is almost entirely absent indicating that the spectrogram has
averaged out the characteristic repetition periods in the data. It does show that the strongest emissions are
highly localized in both time and frequency.

The results indicate that sloping structures are present in the data set and are not entirely a product of
analysis. The analysis can be tuned, however, such that the sliding windows are an integral number o f shifts
with respect to phenomena in the data thereby producing structure enhancements. The process of graphing
can also influence how strongly structures are identified as well. To display the image, the computer must
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assign colors or shades o f black and white to each data element and it also must adjust the printed or
displayed resolution to match the output device. The shades or colors chosen and how well they are
reproduced will affect the observers interpretation of the information displayed. This is evident when
viewing the 128 point FFT 2 hour version of the data (figure 29) that has an orderly “fingerprint” type
structure to the event where figure 30 seems to loose the “fingerprint” view o f the data.
As the time scale decreases in the graph the emissions appear more discrete and not as well organized, see
figure 33 below. The conclusion is that the emissions are composed o f discrete wavepackets with a narrow
time-frequency distribution that are organized into an overall structure. Signal averaging can be tuned via
algorithm adjustments such that the structures are enhanced and appear as continuous stripes when they are
in fact discrete. Some elements of dispersion may be present but the variety o f slopes and structures does
not indicate that it is the main source o f the frequency time structure. The beginning o f the event shows
slopes that are consistently opposite to what is expected for dispersion processes. The dispersion relation
for Alfven waves indicates that low frequency waves travel faster than higher frequencies and consequently
would produce only rising tones.
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09:03:00

09:10:30

09:18:00
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09:25:30

Figure 33 128 Pi FFT Detail o f the Start o f the Structured Event
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09:33:00

Wavelet Analysis of Magnetometer Data

We will review the analysis of 24 hours of data using 3-hour intervals with the purpose o f observing all Pc
wave activity and relating it to geophysical conditions. The data will be from the BAS A81 station
described previously for the day of April 9,1996 because there was a wide array of event types occurring
that day. A brief discussion o f the wave types evident in the data and their characteristics will be made
utilizing both the spectrogram and MRA techniques.

Figures 34 and 35 show a broadband event in the post-midnight sector and indicate what appears to be a Pil
event. The Pil classification refers to signals that are broad banded in frequency and exhibit an “irregular”
nature. The Pil signals have also been sub-classified as well, with nomenclature, Pi IB and PilC (Heacock
1967), where PclC events show an enhancement of one narrow band in addition to impulsive behavior.
This event appears to be of the Pi IB category (figure 35) and may be related to westward traveling auroral
surges (Amoldy et al 1998).

The MRA (figure 34) shows that there is significant information regarding the magnetospheric signature of
this event that is not evident in the spectrogram. There is a large amount o f low frequency wave activity
that is coincident with the impulses seen in the spectrogram. There appears to be three active bands at this
time; Pc3 , Pc4 and Pc5 in addition to the Pil evident in the spectrogram. The Pil is indicated by the
vertical stripes that start at 00:10 and run until approximately until 02:30 UT(figure 35). The Pil is not as
pronounced in the MRA due to the low frequency signals being dominant. The downward sloping curve
starting at .005 Hz in figure 34 and decreasing with time is due to the edge effects of the MRA and is not
part o f the geomagnetic signal.
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The MRA can be used here to study the overall simultaneity of the different wave categories and how they
may be involved in the geophysical processes producing this PilB signature. The Pc3 and Pc5 waves
appear to be actively participating in the generation of P ilB (02:10 UT) and may be the source o f the semi'
regular repetitions.
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The time period of 03:00 to 06:00 UT is not shown because data for the entire time was very “quiet” across
all frequencies.
Figures 36 & 37 show a 3-hour segment from 06:00 to 09:00 UT or “early morning” .

There are two

signal types evident in the spectrogram; structured pulsation Pci and Pil. The P il is o f a different character
than shown in figure 35 and may be more in line with the Pi 1C classification although it is uncertain without
a more thorough analysis. The MRA indicates that the dominant waves in the Pil event are Pc3 however
some Pc5 waves are present and are of consistent strength across the 3-hour period. The structured
pulsations are not evident in the MRA because the Pc 1-2 signal was much weaker that the activity centered
at 07:20 UT.
The termination of the Pci structured event coincides with the onset of the Pc3 just before 7:00UT and
leads one to suggest that they are inter-related in some geophysical manner as yet unidentified. This timing
may be the result o f the A 81 station field line transitioning between geophysical boundaries. It is possible
that there be some overlap o f the events in the data due to ionospheric ducting, which is not evident in this
case.
The 09:00 UT to 12:00 UT segment (figure 29) will not be discussed in this section since it contained a
structured pearl type emission that was examined thoroughly in the Spectrogram Interpretation of Pel-2
Pearl Events section and will also be discussed at length in the next section with regard to MRA analysis.
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Figures 38 and 39 show a transition from the sub-solarwind direction to the afternoon region as detected by
the magnetometer. From 12:00 to 13:30 UT there is significant Pc3 wave activity and a complete absence
of P ci-2. This could be the result o f Pc3 waves penetrating into the magnetosphere near the tangent o f the
magnetopause with the solar wind magnetic field or sub-solar region. An abrupt transition occurs at 13:30
UT where some period Pc 3 wave emissions are coincident with the appearance of HM Chorus Pc 1.
When the Pc 3 waves are absent, the Pc 1 waves assume a continuous signature that has a center frequency
that slowly lowers shown in the spectrogram (figure 39). The falling center frequency o f the Pc 1 Chorus is
most likely due to the emitting plasma, which is detected by the magnetometer, being in a reduced magnetic
field strength region. The change in field strength could be due to the plasma drifting or the changing
region of detection by the magnetometer.
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Figures 40 and 41 are of the “post-noon” sector, 15:00 to 1800 UT which has a continuation o f the Pc 1
HM Chorus that terminates at approximately 16:20 UT. There is another Pc 1 type emission initiating at
16:45 that can be either HM Emission Burst or IPDP (see figure 25).
Pc 5 wave activity increases culminating at 17:30 where there is repetitious banded Ps 1 emission that is
phase coincident with the Pc 5 (1.3 mHz), see 17:30 - 17:50 UT figure 40. The conclusion is that the Pc 5
waves may be coupled to the Pci HM Emission Bursts.

Figures 42 & 43 show the early evening sector that has a small P ci event that appears to be a faint IPDP
type. There is not a lot o f clear structure to relate to other waves; however, the MRA does show that there
is increased Pc4 wave activity during or immediately subsequent to the Pc 1 emission. The dark vertical
stripes are calibration pulses injected into the magnetometer and the bottom two frequencies of the MRA
are tainted by edge effects.
Figure 44 & 45 show the nighttime region and there is a Pil event evident in the spectrogram. There is a
dramatic onset at 21:45 that is coincident with waves appearing across all Pc wave categories. The
enhanced striations in the Pil emissions appear to be related to the low frequency wave activity. This may
be due to wave induced particle precipitation as the result o f magnetosphere tail activity, i.e. substorms.
In summary, the MRA technique provides a wide-band view of the magnetospheric wave activity and can
significantly complement the spectrogram in determining geophysical processes active in the generation of
waves. Often there is coordinated activity in the widely disparate frequency bands o f P ci, Pc3, and Pc5.
The models that were discussed for the generation o f these waves in the magnetosphere did not address any
coupling between them. It is evident that a complete picture of magnetospheric processes generating Pc 1
waves will need to include possible interaction with low frequency waves interaction.
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Wavelet Analysis Interpretation of Pc 1-2 Pearl Events

Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) is applied to structured events with the intent of detecting new
information that may help to understand the mechanisms responsible for the structure.

April 9,19%

In figure 47 the start o f a structured event from BAS A81 in the morning (09:00 - 10:00 UT) was analyzed
which shows that there are Pc 3 - 5 waves present throughout this time period. There is light but consistent
Pc 3 wave activity across the .022 Hz band and some variable activity in the Pc 4 - 5 regions, 11 mHz to 1.4
mHz. The dominant frequency in the Pc 4 and Pc 5 bands appears to shift over this time and may be a
result of standing wave mode changes.
The start of the Pc 1-2 emission does not appear to be connected to any low frequency event, for example
solar wind pressure pulses. The two vertical black bars show that there is a close relationship between the
11- 5 mHz frequency band and the periodic structure in the Pc 1-2 spectrogram, figure 46. This analysis
suggests that the 11 - 5 mHz waves are coupling to the EMIC (Electo-Magnetic Ion Cyclotron) waves in an
unidentified manner. It is important to remember that the waves at .0108Hz in the MRA are not the result
o f the modulation seen in the spectrogram. All of the information shown in the spectrogram is contained in
the ,695Hz region of the MRA plot.
The subsequent analysis, figures 48 & 49, are of the end of the event and run from 10:00 to 11:00 UT.
The structure periodicity is closely associated with the presence of continuous 1 1 - 5 mHz wave activity.
The event shows a situation where the stripes shift from a falling tonal structure to a rising one which is
again contrary to structure due to propagation effects only.
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Figures 50 & 51 focus on a small time period ( 10 m in) near the end o f the event where there are clearly
defined pulses. The vertical bars show a good association, with the 5.4 mHz waves present. There are some
phase differences that would be expected due to the different propagation inodes for Pc 1-2 and Pc 4-5
waves.
Signal decomposition is a technique using the MRA data where sets o f scales (pseudo-frequencies) are
coherently added together to produce an estimate of what the original time domain signal was with respect
to a subset of frequencies. Each set o f MRA scales added together comprised all frequencies contained
with the Pc classification scheme. This produces a plot o f signal power over time for each o f the wave
bands, figure 52.
The Pc 1-2 power in figure 52 .indicates that during periodic emissions there exists a substructure that is
semi-periodic (see arrows). The timing o f these power enhancements ( - 1 0 - 1 5 seconds) may be related to
the presence o f Pc 3 waves. The spectrogram process averages these emissions together to produce what
appears to be a continuous emission and consequently has not been seen before. Comparing this to the
spectrogram at an equivalent time scale shows that the emissions are more discrete than is suggested by
figures 46 and 48.
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May 20,1996

Another example is the structured event occurring in the morning on May 20, 1996. Figures 54 & 55 show
the spectrogram and MRA respectively for the entire event. There is consistent 0.0054 Hz activity during
the Pc 1-2 emission (see figure 54) as shown in the MRA. Expanding the graph to 1-hour in figures 56 &
57 indicates that the repetition o f the Pc 1-2 pulses coincides with the 5.4 mHz waves.
The striping effect apparent in figure 54 is again reduced and appears more discrete in the expanded
spectrogram o f figure 56. All o f the Pci information is represented in the MRA in the 0.695 Hz band. The
signal decomposition o f a 10-minute segment, figure 58, indicates some synchronization between Pc 4 and
the Pc 1-2 emissions.
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05:20:00

April 3 0 ,1998

Another example is the morning o f April 30,1998 at the BAS A80 magnetometer in Antarctica. The event
is a Pc 1-2 HM Chorus that exhibits a sharp rise in frequency followed by a period of structured emissions.
The MRA shows that a significant low frequency event occurred simultaneously with the rise in frequency
at 9:35 UT. At approximately 9:45 the Pc 4-5 waves diminish and the P ci-2 chorus emission is present but
not well structured. The reappearance o f the Pc 4-5 waves at 10:10 coincides with the reappearance of the
faint structure in the Pc 1-2.
The analysis suggests that there was magnetic field compression, evidenced by the sudden appearance o f Pc
3-5 activity, that increased the magnitude o f the local field thereby increasing the emission frequency of Pc
1. The appearance of structure in the Pc 1-2 is related to the presence of Pc 4-5 waves.

Figures 61 & 62 represent the analysis at a later time period (12:30-13:30 UT) that transitions from light
structured emissions to a continuous chorus type. The light structures in figure 61 centered about 12:00
UT, stop at 12:30 UT simultaneously with the termination o f the Pc 4-5 activity, although some waves are
still present in the 5.4 mHz region throughout the data set. During the continuous chorus emission starting
at approximately 13:15 UT the low frequency activity is minimal.
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Summary Discussion

Wavelet analysis and, in particular, MRA provides a significant method for the study o f the relationship of
ULF magnetospheric waves across Pc categories. Events in the magnetosphere whether they are from solar
wind pressure pulses, reconnection events, substorms, or auroral processes may generate waves in several
Pc categories simultaneously. MRA has enough bandwidth to allow comparisons between Pc categories to
create a more comprehensive view of magnetospheric disturbances. This technique would work well for
satellite magnetometer data as well.
Some o f the striped structure (frequency modulation) seen in Pearl pulsations is composed o f individual
wave packets o f different center frequencies that have been averaged together via the spectrogram algorithm
and graphing process. This analysis indicates that the structure is a physical phenomena however it is
enhanced by how processing is performed and it is not due to wave propagation dispersion processes.
Dispersion is modeled as a broadening o f the frequency distribution over space and time therefore there
would not be any gaps in the magnetometer data for both frequency and time. This is contrary to the data
that shows isolated emissions making up some o f the rising tones, (figure 29 vs. figure 33). Some o f the
remaining structures may be averaged by the spectrogram technique so that it would not be possible to
discern their actual frequency-time distribution. The MRA analysis does not have sufficient frequency
resolution at Pc 1-2 frequencies to provide any information about this. Currently there is not any
ionospheric mechanism that is known to create these Pc 1-2 periodic enhancements (-10-15 sec) so the
conclusion is that they are isolated wavepackets. A study by Rasinkangas and Mursula (1998) using the
Viking satellite found that there was strong correlation between solar wind upstream waves (Pc 3) and the
Pc 1 bursts.

Structured pearl emissions show a strong correlation with the presence of Pc 3 - Pc 5 waves. For the
structured events studied there is consistently the presence of Pc 4-5 waves that have a similar repetition
period of approximately 120 seconds. The phases o f the Pc 1-2 pulses with regard to the Pc 4-5 waves may
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not be consistent due to the fact that the Pc 4-5 waves have wavelengths close to the field line length where
as the Pc 1-2 waves take approximately 45 seconds to get from the equator to the ionosphere. In addition
the Pc 1-2 waves are not precisely confined by the field line and may deviate several degrees from it so that
the magnetometer records information from two slightly different regions with respect to the equatorial
region. Therefore the mode o f coupling between the waves is not explained and may be the result of ion
bounce resonance or plasma anisotropy modulation by the low frequency waves. Gail (1990) used a Taylor
series expansion o f the time-dependent distribution function to show how small changes in ion anisotropy
can lead to unstable particle phase space distributions so that emissions may be driven by these fluctuations.
Fraser etal. (1992), Rasinkangas et al. (1994), and Plyasova-Bakounina et al.(1996) have also previouslydiscussed the possibility o f EMIC modulation by Pc 3-5 waves.
Plyasova-Bakounina et al. (1996) suggested that the alternating hemi-sphere emissions are the result o f the
low frequency anti-symmetric mode causing an increase in growth rate alternately north and south o f the
equatorial region. This may also be the result o f in-phase bouncing particles that emit in the direction
opposite to their propagation upon passing through the equatorial region.
The magnetometer integrates the ULF waves over a region due to ionospheric ducting and therefore sees a
larger picture o f events than satellites. This indicates that the isolated emissions are more spatial than
temporal, consistent with the “spotty” (-10 sec) emissions described earlier. The conclusion is that the
frequency structure is due to spatial variations o f the emissions in the equatorial region rather than from
propagation characteristics. What is meant by spatial variations is that different regions of the equatorial
magnetosphere are contributing to the ground signature rather than one isolated region whose emission
changes over time. In other words, each region o f the equatorial region emits semi-monochromatic waves
and due to the variations in the center frequency produce what appears to be a continuous “rising” emission
as recorded on the ground. A study by Mursula et al. (1997) using the Finnish magnetometer network also
concluded that Pc 1 consist of separate repetitive bursts.
A model based upon Pc 1-2 wave modulation by Pc 3-4 would describe the slope of the emission as being
dependent upon the angle o f arrival of the modulating wave with respect to the emitting region.
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A magnetometer on the ground would record a spectrogram that has the following characteristics:

And conversely, if the Pc 3-4 waves impacted the region where the magnetic field was stronger first then the
spectrogram would appear as follows:
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This would also allow the presence o f vertical lines that are difficult to explain using propagation or
emission region phenomena.

The table below summarizes the inter-modulations noted in this analysis.

Pc 1-2

Pc 3

Pc 4

Pc 5

Yes

Yes

No

See Figures 52 & 58

Pc 3

See Figures 48 & 49

X

No

Possible
See figure 58

Table 7 Results Summary

Further Research

The MRA techniques create the opportunity to study the morphology o f Pc waves throughout the daily
cycle. Statistical studies could be performed to determine if the sudden changes in wave behavior are
consistent at a stations’ MLT and whether they could be attributed to known magnetospheric physical
regions, i.e. sub-solar Pc 3 waves that give way to afternoon Pc 1.
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Analysis of many events will need to be performed to definitively identify Pc 1-2 modulations in association
with Pc3 or Pc 4 waves. The phase of the waves as well as exact frequencies may not coincide due to
different propagation characteristics but a consistent pattern could be identified.
The Spectral Decomposition analysis provides a mechanism for plotting all Pc categories simultaneously.
Significant opportunity for further research into coincident waves for different event types as well as
interactions between waves can take advantage o f this technique. The question o f whether Pc 3 waves are
modulated at Pc 5 frequencies would require more research in addition to whether strong Pc 5 waves can
disturb structured emissions.
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